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0U[YVK\J[PVU
;OLI\YNLVUPUNSP[LYH[\YLVUZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[PPZYLWSL[L
with photo-documentation. From the early works of Brassai 
in Paris in the 1930s, Siskund in Chicago in the late 1940s 
HUK LHYS`  Z HUK [OL OPNOS` PUÅ\LU[PHS WOV[VNYHWOZVM
Martha Cooper in New York in the 1970s and 1980s, to the 
JVU[LTWVYHY`^VYRVM3LL)VMRPUHUK9HMHLS:JOHJ[-
LYWOV[VNYHWO`OHZSVUNILLURL`[VJHW[\YPUNHUK
studying these ephemeral public art forms. Without photo-
NYHWOPJ YLJVYKZ NYHɉ[P HUK Z[YLL[ HY[ HYL \USPRLS` [V OH]L
HJOPL]LKZ\JOHU PU[LYUH[PVUHSZJHSLHUK PUÅ\LUJL.YHɉ[P
writers, street artists, and the many followers and fans of 
PUKLWLUKLU[W\ISPJHY[HSZVLUNHNLPUWYVSPÄJVUSPULWOV[V
documentation, sharing and cataloguing images through In-
stagram, Twitter and other forms of social media. Indeed, 
many works of street art may now only be viewed as photo-
graphs uploaded to social media and online forums, as they 
are commonly subject to removal by authorities or being 
written over by others and thus may have only a very brief 
tangible existence in the material world. Often collections of 
these images are organized according to the artist or writer 
producing them; geographic location; content or topic; me-
KP\THUKTL[OVKLNZ[LUJPSZWHZ[L\WZZ[PJRLYZHY[PZ[PJ
style; or historical period (e.g., 1970s New York; 1980s Paris; 
Z3VUKVU0[MVSSV^Z[OH[THU`ZJOVSHYS`L_HTPUH[PVUZ
of these contemporary forms of independent public art ap-
pear primarily based on the individual image as object, often 
abstracted from local context, with an isolated photograph 
standing as the illustration of a particular work. 
It is far less common for scholars to take a temporal and geo-
graphic site-based, rather than an object-based, approach 
[VNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[[OV\NOZLL4J(\SPɈL»ZZ[\K`
VMSLNHS^HSSZPU:`KUL `(\Z[YHSPH"(UKYVU»ZZ[\K`VM
3LHRL:[YLL[PU:OVYLKP[JO3VUKVU"HUK*\Y[PZ»5VY[O
(TLYPJHU^LIZP[L.YHɉ[P(YJOHLVSVN`MVYYHYLL_JLW[PVUZ
>OPSZ[[OLZLL_PZ[PUNZP[LIHZLKWOV[VNYHWOPJZ[\KPLZVɈLY
invaluable insights into the transformation of city walls over 
time, they tend to focus on aesthetically palatable work in 
HYLHZ^OLYLZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[PHYL SLNHSVYH[ SLHZ[JVU-
KVULK;OPZ MVJ\ZHNHPU YLÅLJ[Z [OLOPLYHYJO`VMHLZ[OL[PJ
worth evident in the contemporary literature, in that street 
art appears more often documented and examined critically 
[OHU PZNYHɉ[P @V\UN-\Y[OLY[OLULNH[P]LJ\YH[PVU
practices of local authorities mean that other everyday mate-
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Abstract
;OPZ^VYRPUNWHWLYHK]VJH[LZHTL[OVKVSVNPJHSHWWYVHJO[V[OLZ[\K`VMZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[P[OH[PZIHZLKVU[OLKVJ\TLU-
[H[PVUVMZPUNSLZP[LZV]LY[PTL3VUNP[\KPUHSWOV[VKVJ\TLU[H[PVUPZHMVYTVMKH[HJVSSLJ[PVU[OH[HSSV^ZZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHM-
Ä[P[VILL_HTPULKHZ]PZ\HSKPHSVN\L)`JHW[\YPUNL]LY`KH`MVYTZVMW\ISPJTHYRTHRPUNHSVUNZPKLIV[OTVYLYLJVNUPaHIS`
ºHY[PZ[PJ»PTHNLZHUKTVYL]PZ\HSS`ºVɈLUZP]L»[HNZ^LHPT[VH[[LUK[VNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[»ZL_PZ[LUJL^P[OPUHÄLSKVMZVJPHS
PU[LYHJ[PVU>LKLZJYPILHYLSL]HU[HUHS`[PJ[VVSKYH^UMYVTL[OUVTL[OVKVSVN`HUKJVU]LYZH[PVUHUHS`ZPZ¶[OLUL_[[\YU
WYVVMWYVJLK\YL¶^OPJOTH`ILHKHW[LKPUVYKLY[VZ[\K`Z[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[PHZHMVYTVMHZ`UJOYVUV\Z`L[ZLX\LU[PHS
JVTT\UPJH[PVU;OPZMVYTVMHUHS`ZPZKLWHY[ZMYVTL_PZ[LU[MVYTZVMHUHS`ZPZPU[OH[P[PZUV[JVUJLYULK^P[O[OLZLTPV[PJZVY
PJVUVNYHWO`VMKLJVU[L_[\HSPaLKPUKP]PK\HSWOV[VNYHWOZVMZ[YLL[HY[VYNYHɉ[P>LWYLZLU[H^VYRLKHUHS`[PJL_HTWSL[VKLT-
VUZ[YH[L[OL\[PSP[`VMSVUNP[\KPUHSWOV[VKVJ\TLU[H[PVUPUTHRPUN]PZPISL[OLKPHSVN\LHTVUNZ[HY[PZ[Z^YP[LYZHUKJVTT\UP[`
TLTILYZHUK^LLTWSV`[OLWYPUJPWSLZVM[OLUL_[[\YUWYVVMWYVJLK\YL[VPSS\Z[YH[L[OL^H`ZPU^OPJOLHJOWHY[`ZOV^Z[OLPY
\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OLWYPVY^VYRVU[OL^HSS]PH[OLPYV^UJVU[YPI\[PVU[V[OLºJVU]LYZH[PVU» 
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YPHSPU[LYHJ[PVUZ^P[OZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[PPUJS\KPUN[HNNPUN
and other ‘amateur’ forms of textual engagement and mark 
THRPUNHYLVM[LUYLTV]LKPUVYKLY[VWYV[LJ[HUKWYLZLY]L
the integrity of the work it comments upon or supplements. 
These less aesthetically pleasing forms of mark making are 
arguably also worthy of documentation and scholarly atten-
[PVU 0UKLLK [VKVZVVɈLYZHUHS[LYUH[P]L [V [OLJ\YYLU[S`
KVTPUHU[VIQLJ[JLU[LYLKHWWYVHJO[VZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[P
4L[OVKVSVNPJHSHWWYVHJO!
3VUNP[\KPUHSWOV[VKVJ\TLU[H[PVU
This working paper advocates a methodological approach 
[V [OL Z[\K` VM Z[YLL[ HY[ HUK NYHɉ[P [OH[ PZ IHZLK VU [OL
detailed longitudinal photo-documentation of single sites, as 
images appear and disappear over time. We propose a dia-
logic and democratic analytic approach to the resultant se-
ries of images – with everyday forms of public mark making 
considered alongside more recognizably ‘artistic’ images, 
HZHTLHUZVMH[[LUKPUN[VNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[»ZL_PZ[LUJL
as part of ‘living walls’, rather than as isolated images ab-
stracted from their temporal and spatial social context. As 
4HJ+V^HSS!OHZYLJLU[S`HYN\LKZ[YLL[HY[ZOV\SK
not be considered as the singular product of individual art-
ists, but rather, as:
[OLJ\T\SH[P]LLɈLJ[VMH YHUNLWYHJ[PJLZV]LY [PTL¯ [OL
YLZ\S[ VM JVSSLJ[P]L H\[OVYZOPW¯ H ºJ\S[\YHS ZJLUL» VY ºJ\S-
[\YHSLJVZ`Z[LT»¯HU\UZ[HISLHUKWLYTHULU[S`\UÄUPZOLK
object, subject to both material decay and erasure and to 
semantic refashioning as the artworks and urban fabric 
change.
Longitudinal photo-documentation represents a comple-
TLU[HY`HWWYVHJO[V4HJ+V^HSS»Z UV]LSHWWSPJH[PVU
of the notion of stigmergy to street art. Stigmergy is a model 
originally derived from the study of the collectively orga-
nized activities of social insects that seeks to explain how 
[OL`HJJVTWSPZOJVVYKPUH[LKILOH]PVY.YHZZt  /V^-
ever, rather than grounding the analysis of street art in terms 
of stimulus and response sequences, as such a biological 
model would suggest, an ethnomethodological approach 
to analysis, based on a temporally unfolding series of im-
ages, would arguably allow for a greater purchase on the 
intersubjective and interactive process of understanding and 
meaning-making inherent in street art approached as a form 
of visual dialogue. 
The logic of this local approach to documentation and analy-
ZPZ PZOVSVNYHWOPJ:HJRZ   HZZLY[LK [OH[J\S[\YLZ^PSS
demonstrate ‘order at all points’, and thus that even relative-
ly small fragments of a culture may display the order inherent 
in the whole:
;OPZ]PL^¯\UKLYZ[HUKZVYKLYUV[[VILWYLZLU[VUS`H[HN-
NYLNH[LSL]LSZ¯I\[[VILWYLZLU[PUKL[HPSVUHJHZLI`JHZL
environment by environment basis. A culture is not then to 
be found by aggregating all of its venues; it is substantially 
WYLZLU[PULHJOVMP[Z]LU\LZ:JOLNSVɈ  !_S]P
;O\Z [OL ÄULNYHPULKHUHS`ZPZVM [OLTHYRZHWWLHYPUNVU
just one wall over a period of time, may in turn – like the 
fragment of the hologram that projects the whole – show us 
ZVTL[OPUNPTWVY[HU[HIV\[OV^Z[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[PHZH
part of our everyday culture on a broader scale, may oper-
ate. Here, then, we seek to examine street art as a complex 
form of in-situ communication and resist an approach that 
would analyze street art as an ‘object’ thus neglecting the 
lifeworld of the works in context.
The next turn proof procedure is an analytic resource 
drawn from ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. 
;OPZ[LJOUPX\LVɈLYZHKLTVJYH[PJYV\[L[VHUHS`ZPZ[OH[PZ
grounded in the display of understanding evident in parties’ 
turns at speaking: 
>OPSL\UKLYZ[HUKPUNZVMV[OLYZ»[\YUZH[[HSRHYLKPZWSH`LK
[V JVWHY[PJPWHU[Z [OL`¯ HɈVYK H WYVVM JYP[LYPVU HUK H
ZLHYJO WYVJLK\YL MVY [OL HUHS`ZPZ VM^OH[ H [\YU»Z [HSR PZ
VJJ\WPLK^P[O¯;OLKPZWSH`VM[OVZL\UKLYZ[HUKPUNZPU[OL
[HSRVMZ\IZLX\LU[[\YUZHɈVYKZ¯HWYVVMWYVJLK\YLMVYB[OLD
analysis of prior turns – resources intrinsic to the data them-
ZLS]LZ:HJRZ:JOLNSVɈHUK1LɈLYZVU ! 
Although ordinarily restricted to the analysis of verbal com-
munication, the next turn proof procedure may be adapted 
[VILHWWSPLK[VZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[PHZHMVYTVMHZ`UJOYV-
nous, yet sequential, visual communication. This represents 
a novel stance towards analysis that is not located solely in 
the semiotics or iconography of individual images, but which 
may also take account of the visual dialogue amongst a se-
ries of artists, writers and community members, with each 
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contributor showing their understanding of the prior work on 
the wall – whether still physically existent, or since erased 
or written over – via their own contribution to the ‘conver-
sation.’ This is also a fruitful way of approaching the site-
ZWLJPÄJP[`VMTHU`^VYRZ^OPJOYLZWVUK[VHZWLJ[ZVM[OL
environment – thereby showing the stance of the artist/writer 
in their material interaction with that particular space. 
Despite the fact that the next turn proof procedure is seldom 
utilized as a tool for analysis it represents a valuable analytic 
resource, as it is intrinsic to visual dialogue itself. Further-
TVYL P[HSZV SPRLS` YLÅLJ[Z [OLX\V[PKPHUL_WLYPLUJLVM [OL
viewers who encounter, understand, and may even contrib-
ute to, the ongoing conversations on city walls on a daily 
basis, as part of their passage through their neighborhood. 
However, due to the ephemerality of these forms of mark 
making, and the limitations of the currently popular forms 
of photo-documentation that decontextualize images from 
their spatio-temporal context, the interactive and dialogic 
JOHYHJ[LYVMZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[PPZUV[VM[LUJHW[\YLKPUH
form that would facilitate this route to analysis. In order to 
record this data as a form of sequential social interaction, or 
visual dialogue, the regular photo-documentation of single 
sites, over a sustained period of time, is necessary.
(UHS`[PJL_HTWSL
The following analytic example is drawn from our ongoing 
longitudinal photo-documentation of a wall in North London 
/HUZLU HUK -S`UU  >L OH]L ILLU WOV[VNYHWOPUN
this particular wall for a period of 36 months. The wall, lo-
cated on Whymark Avenue in North London, was originally 
[OLZP[LVM)HURZ`»Z:SH]L3HIV\Y[OH[^HZYLTV]LK
without notice from the wall for private auction in February, 
2013, much to the dismay of the local community. Many of 
the subsequent works on the wall, especially in the period 
immediately following the removal of Slave Labour, provide 
visual and verbal commentary on this act of ‘theft.’ Figure 1, 
below, shows a stenciled work that appeared in April 2013, 
two months after Bansky’s work was removed.
This stenciled work presents the viewer with a puzzle: it is 
a representation of “a Banksy” in that it draws on design 
HZWLJ[ZJVU]LU[PVUHSS`HZZVJPH[LK^P[O)HURZ`»ZV^ULHYS`
work (the monochromatic panda stencil; the wearable sign-
IVHYK -\Y[OLY PZ HWWHYLU[S` ZPNULK I` )HURZ` ZLL [OL
characteristic tag – albeit long out of use by Banksy him-
ZLSM¶ILSV^[OLWHUKH@L[[OL^VYRJSHPTZ[OH[P[PZUV[H
Banksy. These contrasting claims together work to highlight 
the potential repercussions of attributions of authorship (or 
^VY[O[V[OLZ\Y]P]HSVM^VYRPUZP[\H[VWPJHSSVJHSJVUJLYU
given the recent ‘theft’ of Banksy’s own work for auction in 
Miami. The author of this stenciled piece thus displays their 
understanding of, and stance towards, the fate of the prior 
work on the wall.
Daily longitudinal photo-documentation of the wall allowed 
us to capture the additions subsequently made to this work 
by members of the public. Following the next turn proof pro-
cedure, we can approach these additions as contributions 
that show these authors’ understandings of the prior works 
on the wall. The morning after the panda stencil appeared, a 
passerby scribbled “Take me to America” in a speech bub-
ISLHIV]L[OLWHUKH»ZOLHKZLL-YHTLVM-PN\YL;OPZ
projected speech has particular resonance in the relatively 
socio-economically deprived context of the neighborhood 
where the work is located: few local residents would have 
the means to travel to America. This contribution thus marks 
Slave Labour’s transatlantic journey to an auction house in 
America as in some sense enviable, but perhaps also out of 

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Figure 1. Whymark Avenue, London. April 2013. Photographs © Susan Hansen and Danny Flynn.
reach – as the faux Banksy panda stencil, like the average 
YLZPKLU[PZ\USPRLS`[VILVɈLYLKZ\JOHUºVWWVY[\UP[ `»
In the third frame of Figure 1, we can see a series of further 
marks made on or around the original stencil. These include 
a single question mark above the panda’s head, perhaps 
marking uncertainty as to its identity; a tiny starred halo be-
tween the panda’s ears, mocking its status as a work to be 
revered; and the block-lettered, “FREE ART NOW!” along the 
panda’s right arm, adopting the format of a political slogan to 
refer to the wrongfully ‘captured’ Banksy, and perhaps also 
[V[OL\UL[OPJHSJVTTVKPÄJH[PVUVMZ[YLL[HY[NPM[LKMVYºMYLL»
to the community.
 
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Figure 2. Whymark Avenue, London. May 2014 – April 2015. Photographs © Susan Hansen and Danny Flynn.
In May 2014, a very large text based piece, by Mobstr, ap-
WLHYLKVU[OL^HSSZLL-YHTLVM-PN\YL;OPZJV]LYLK
the entire stretch of wall with block lettering that animated 
the imagined public reaction to the work. The text arrests 
the viewer with the exclamation, ‘DARLING LOOK, IT’S A 
BANKSY!’ However, this is followed by the dismissive retort, 
‘DON’T BE SILLY MY DEAR, THAT’S JUST SOME VANDAL-
0:4»[V^OPJO[OLÄYZ[ZWLHRLYJVUJLKLZº6/90./;@,:
OF COURSE.’ This work thus provides critical commentary 
on everyday evaluations of the status, or worth, of street 
HY[ 3PRL [OLWYPVY^VYRZVU [OL^HSS P[ VɈLYZHJYP[PX\LVM
[OLVIQLJ[PÄJH[PVUHUKJVTTVKPÄJH[PVUVMZ[YLL[HY["OV^-
ever, unlike prior works, it notes a sharp division between ‘A 
BANKSY’ worth exclaiming over and looking at, and ‘SOME 
VANDALISM’ not worthy of viewers’ attention. The author of 
this work displays his understanding of, and stance towards, 
the prior work on the wall, by adopting the perspective of the 
imagined passersby, who turn out to be not looking at the 
art at all, but are rather focused on the task of categorizing 
it as ‘A BANSKY’ or as ‘VANDALISM’, in order to determine 
whether it is worth looking at.
This large piece remained untouched until September 2014, 
when some of the letters were selectively painted over. The 
TVKPÄLKKPHSVN\LZLL-YHTLVM-PN\YLUV^YLHK¸+6
BE ILL” rather than “DON’T BE SILLY.”  The author of this 
amendment displays their stance towards ‘the message’ of 
Mobstr’s work by translating the mocking middle class ad-
monishment, “DON’T BE SILLY” into the working class ur-
ban slang, “DO BE ILL” – thus inverting the aesthetic/moral 
judgment satirically animated by the original piece.i This new 
appropriation enjoins the inner city viewer to “BE ILL” – or to 
engage with/in street art as a sublime and creative aesthetic 
activity, thereby disrupting the dismissive practices of look-
ing exposed by Mobstr’s original piece.
;OLÄUHS MYHTLVM-PN\YLZOV^ZHUHTLUKTLU[THKL[V
the work in April 2015, when the letters that had been erased 
the previous September were replaced, restoring the origi-
nal message of the work. However, in contrast to Mobstr’s 
precisely rendered original lettering, these new letters were 
crudely painted with visible brushstrokes, giving the impres-
sion of an amateur, or everyday, author. In ‘restoring’ the 
text, this contributor to the ‘conversation’ demonstrates the 
value placed on the original work of ‘art’, by rejecting the il-
licit erasure accomplished by the prior author.
Figure 3, below shows, in summary, the most recent addi-
tions to the wall, in August 2015.

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Figure 3. Whymark Avenue, London. August 2015. Photographs © Veronica Bailey.
A large red spray-painted tag – centered on the section of 
Mobstr’s text that dismisses work not worth looking at as 
“VANDALISM” appeared in early August 2015 (see Frame 1 
VM-PN\YLHUK^HZZ^PM[S`MVSSV^LK[OLUL_[TVYUPUNI`H
UV[L[HWLKKPYLJ[S`VU[VWVM[OPZºNYHɉ[P»ZLL-YHTLVM-PN-
\YL;OLUV[LYLTPUPZJLU[VMUV[LZSLM[VU[OL^ PUKZJYLLUZ
VMIHKS`WHYRLKJHYZLTWSV`LKVIZJLUL^VYKZ[VZ[YVUNS`
chastise the author responsible for “f*cking this Banksy art 
\W¹/V^L]LYP[^HZZPNULKMVYTHSS`PMHUVU`TV\ZS`!¸:PU-
cerely, someone who likes Banksy.” This very large tradi-
tionally rendered calligraphic tag was sprayed directly over 
Mobstr’s piece, in a clear breach of the insiders’ etiquette 
that prohibits capping, or writing over the work of others. 
Indeed, the writer of the note responds to this amendment to 
the wall as an act of destructive aggression, but only insofar 
as the tag writer has apparently willfully ruined the valuable 
piece of “Bansky art” it has defaced.
Later that same week, Mobstr’s original text was again 
JOHUNLKZLL-YHTLVM-PN\YL;OL^VYKZ¸()(52:@¹
were replaced with “A COMMISSION” so that the work now 
read, “LOOK DARLING, IT’S A COMMISSION!” This altera-
tion operates as a correction for the author of the note, who 
has mistakenly attributed authorship of Mobstr’s piece to 
Banksy. It is also perhaps a veiled insult to Mobstr, in that 
P[ PZLɈLJ[P]LS`HUHJJ\ZH[PVU [OH[OLOHZWSHJLK[OPZ SHYNL
work on the wall with some form of permission from the au-
thorities. This amendment also provides wider critical com-
mentary on the increasingly popular practice of commission-
ing street art murals – as the only work on the street that 
everyday viewers consider aesthetically palatable, or “worth 
looking at.” This addition to the wall thus also paradoxically 
HɉYTZ4VIZ[Y»ZV^UJVTTLU[HY`VU[OLOPLYHYJO`VM^VY[O
PUOLYLU[ PU]PL^LYZ»WYHJ[PJLZVM SVVRPUN ;OPZÄUHSH\[OVY
therefore demonstrates their understanding of several ‘prior 
turns’ at communication on the wall, as their visual/textual 
response appears to address not just the immediately prior 
H\[OVY[OL^YP[LYVM[OLUV[LVMWYV[LZ[I\[HSZV4VIZ[YHZ
the author of the original work that they have now altered, 
and the wider community – or the viewers of the work ad-
dressed by this now collaboratively authored text-based 
piece.
*VUJS\ZPVU
Longitudinal photo-documentation is a form of data collec-
[PVU[OH[HSSV^ZMVYZ[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[P[VILL_HTPULKHZ
a form of visual dialogue. We have argued that the next turn 
WYVVMWYVJLK\YL:HJRZ:JOLNSVɈHUK1LɈLYZVU TH`
ILHKHW[LKPUVYKLY[VZ[\K`Z[YLL[HY[HUKNYHɉ[PHZHMVYTVM
asynchronous, yet sequential, communication. This stance 
towards analysis diverges from existent forms of analysis in 
that it does not rely on the semiotics of decontextualized in-
dividual images. Rather, as our brief worked example shows, 
longitudinal photo-documentation allows us to make visible, 
for subsequent analysis, the dialogue amongst artists, writ-
ers and community members, with each party showing their 
understanding of the prior work on the wall via their own 
contribution to the ‘conversation.’
-VSSV^PUN:HJRZ»  L[OUVTL[OVKVSVNPJHSMVJ\ZVU
the small scale, the mundane, and the obvious we have cho-

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sen to restrict our focus here to the idiographic, the local, 
and the particular in documenting the works that appeared 
on, and were then erased from, a particular London city wall 
V]LYHWLYPVKVM[PTLZLL/HUZLUHUK-S`UU0UNLV-
graphical terms, it is true that this represents a very small 
sample indeed. Given that street art is a global phenomenon, 
how then might such a circumscribed local focus be justi-
ÄLK&>L^V\SK HYN\L [OH[ H NSVIHS MVJ\Z YPZRZ VIZJ\YPUN
SVJHSWYHJ[PJL(Z4HJ+V^HSS!UV[LZHU`WHY[PJ\SHY
piece of “unauthorized [art] creates the conditions for its own 
interactivity, ‘authorizing’ further unauthorized use” and thus 
often provoking a series of works in situ. We seek to capture 
the dialogue and social interaction integral to these ephem-
eral works.
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